
Andrea Simms-Karp has a new stage name, new album
New album 'Barn Raising' released online, for free
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Andrea Simms-Karp is pulling a Prince and giving herself a new moniker. But instead of an
unpronounceable symbol, the Ottawa singer-songwriter chose a name pointing her on a new path.

Introducing, Naviger.

"I had been performing as Andrea Simms-Karp for so long, always doing pretty folky stuff. I felt maybe it
was limiting me a bit," the musician told CBC's All in a Day.

She collected about 20 names she thought were unique, but a Google search proved her wrong.

"Even if they are a garage band who will never ever release material...the name is still taken,"
Simms-Karp said.

Her list of 20 was quickly whittled down to zero.

Word generator help 
"I was getting a bit desperate because I was at the point where I was starting to record and then I went to
this site, it's a word generator," she said.

She typed in "nav" because she liked its nautical connotation.

The machine spit out naviger, meaning ship bearing.

"I'm just like a walking ship," Simms-Karp said sarcastically.

But the name stuck.

The image of a ship moving forward works with her new album Barn Raising which explores feelings
of loneliness, listlessness and isolation. The banjo featured on her album Hibernation Nation has been
replaced with a backing band.

Album explores depression, isolation 
Simms-Karp said much of the inspiration for her album came from wondering through Ottawa and her
Centretown neighbourhood.

"It's strange how when you're surrounded by loving friends and family and wonderful partners...you can
still very easily feel isolated and lonely. Especially in this technologically driven world you're always
connected and yet you're really not connected to anything," she said.

"The song Dolly Cassette takes Simms-Karp back to her childhood listening to the same, sad Dolly
Parton songs.
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"That song is about depression...Something like depression is sort of omnipresent. You could be going
about your day and thinking, 'Oh this is going so well.'  But it's still really all around the edges," she said.

"In this case I really liked the idea of it being a shifting shadow that was just always around, following
you."

Simms-Karp is offering her album for free, with an option to give a tip.

"I thought if I'm changing my name people aren't going to know who this Naviger person is releasing it,
maybe I should consider making it free so people will share it more."

So far, it's working out.

Simms-Karp says people are still giving her money, proving her point that audiences are willing to pay for
music.

"This is a huge experiment."

Listen to Alan Neal's interview with Andrea Simms-Karp here
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